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High Performance Grid Computing: getting HPC and
HTC all together

The recently developed Grid Framework, GriF, is a Workflow Management System designed to
evaluate Service and User Quality when helping the Grid users (especially those of the COMPCHEM Virtual Organization) in optimizing the return of the parameter sweeping studies. In this
perspective, GriF has now been extended to allow access to High Performance supercomputers
from the Grid. The implementation of such High Performance Grid has requested a tight collaboration of various experts of the Italian Grid Initiative to the end of bridging the gLite middleware
with that of some supercomputer platforms. The advantages achievable in this way are illustrated
by discussing the use case of atom-diatom quantum reactive scattering calculations.
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1. Introduction

2. GEMS: a mixed High Throughput - High Performance application
As already mentioned, the design of GriF was prompted by the need of providing the mem2
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The main difficulty for the generic users of the Grid (as most of the members of the virtual
communities are) is the high level of computer skills still required to run distributed massive applications on it. To this end, middleware consortia (like EMI [1]) and some specific projects of the
European Grid Initiative EGI [2] (like EGI-Inspire [3], SCI-BUS [4] and MAPPER [5]) are working to develop user friendly tools which are aimed at managing Grid operations (as for example
running jobs, checking their status and retrieving related results) with no need for mastering the
low-level environment.
Among these tools is GriF [6, 7]. GriF is a Workflow-oriented Grid Framework designed within
the activities of the Virtual Organization (VO) COMPCHEM [8] having the specific purpose of
exploiting the evaluation metrics adopted by the VO to optimize its organization and services [9].
To this end, GriF has been structured so as not to require the users to bear Grid Certificates (by
adopting Robot Certificates [10]), to handle various types of programs including the binary ones
and to choose as well which Grid resources are to be used on the basis of specific Quality of Service
(QoS) and Quality of User (QoU) evaluation procedures [9]. Another specific feature of GriF is
to allow user operations relying on both simple commands and various Framework-side interventions offered as Grid Services. All this is addressed in the present paper to the discussion of the
optimization of the selection of the machines of the Grid platform with respect to their availability
and to their suitability for large applications by taking as a benchmark quantum reactive scattering
calculations of the Molecular and Materials Science and Technology (MMST) field [11, 12].
For the same purpose, in the present paper also the challenging target of assembling highly complex Workflows (including the so called Workflow of Workflows) has been considered to the end of
discussing how to provide the users with the opportunity of pushing multiple scientific applications
to an unprecedented level of integration by executing sequential, conditional and/or iterative code
paths.
In practice, thanks to the convergence of interests of the Italian Grid Initiative (IGI) [13] and of the
supercomputer centre CINECA [14], our work has focused on enabling GriF to selectively route
computational tasks from Grid to supercomputer machines when dealing on the Grid with highly
realistic complex collaborative (in terms of expertise and platforms in particular) scientific applications which, depending on the size of related calculations, may shift from the use of ordinary Grid
nodes to those of supercomputers.
Accordingly, the paper is articulated as follows: in section 2 the structure of the simulator and the
general quantum frame of MMST applications are discussed; in section 3 the main features offered by the GriF flowchart based on two Java servers and a Java client, are illustrated; in section 4
the procedure using the Workflow-enabled version of GriF to submit computational tasks from the
Grid to outside supercomputers, is described; in section 5 performance results and an enhancement
of the parametrization of the application to deal with multiple Workflows are presented. Some
conclusions are outlined in section 6.
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bers of the COMPCHEM VO with a tool for optimizing the use of complex simulators like the
so called Grid Empowered Molecular Simulator (GEMS) [15, 16] that calculates in an ab initio
fashion MMST properties [17]. The foundations of GEMS were first discussed in ref. [18] and
later implemented in a portal developed for the a priori simulation of crossed beam experiments
named SIMBEX [19]. The present flow-chart of GEMS is definitely more general and structured
than the one adopted by SIMBEX and may require both High Throughput (HTC) and High Performance (HPC) Computing capabilities. It consists, as shown by the schematic representation given
in Fig. 1, of the conditional execution of four blocks which target, respectively, the following tasks:

2. FITTING: Fit, if needed, the calculated ab initio values to generate a Potential Energy Surface (PES) using an appropriate functional form (BLOCK 2);
3. DYNAMICS: Integrate on an available or generated PES the set of scattering equations most
suited for describing the motion of the nuclei of the considered system (BLOCK 3);
4. OBSERVABLES: Average over multiple valued parameters the scattering quantities needed
to work out a theoretical estimate of the requested observable property (BLOCK 4).
BLOCK 1: The distribution of the INTERACTION computational tasks starts by assigning single
molecular geometry ab initio calculations to each computing unit if related values are not already
available. Every ab initio computational task determines (for a given molecular geometry corresponding to a fixed nuclei position vector R) the corresponding set Ee (R) of electronic energy
eigenvalues of the stationary Schrödinger equation for the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥe :
Ĥe Φe (r; R) = Ee (R)Φe (r; R)

(2.1)

(in which Ĥe = T̂e +VeN +Vee with T̂e being the electron kinetic operator, VeN the electron-nuclear
attractive Coulomb potential and Vee the electron-electron repulsive Coulomb potential) worked out
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by assuming that the system wavefunction Φe (r;R)
can be parametrically separated into an electronic and a nuclear component. Such equation is usually integrated by expanding for each fixed molecular geometry Φe (r;R) into a suitably large basis
set of appropriate functions {φ (r)} whose expansion coefficients are the eigenvectors cI (R) [20]
for each electronic eigenstate I. The associated computational tasks can be executed on the ordinary nodes of the Grid only at low level of theory. When high level of theory electronic eigenvalues
are seeked, supercomputer facilities need to be used so as to rely on large virtual memories suited to
support huge matrices and extended diagonalization procedures [21]. For this type of calculations
a large variety of well established (and well described in specific references) packages are already
considered by our GEMS implementations for atom-diatom systems such as the GAMESS-US [22]
and the DALTON [23] codes indicated in Fig. 1.
BLOCK 2: No distribution is usually considered for the FITTING block associated with the generation of an analytical formulation of the PES out of the pointwise representation of the interaction
produced by the previous block or downloaded from the Internet network. The related procedure
(usually of the least square type) adopts a functional representation of the electronic energies easy
3
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1. INTERACTION: Evaluate, if not otherwise available, the electronic structure of the molecular aggregate of interest (BLOCK 1);
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to modify and simple to calculate (see for example ref. [24]). Already considered in GEMS are the
three atom routines GFIT3C [25] and LAGROBO [26] indicated in Fig. 1 which usually run also
on the ordinary nodes of the Grid.
BLOCK 3: The most elaborated distribution schemes were adopted for the packages of the DYNAMICS block which tackle the problem of integrating the electronically adiabatic (in the Ith
electronic state) Schrödinger equation in its Time Dependent (TD) form:
ih̄

d
ΨNI (R,t) = [T̂N (R) +VI (R)]ΨNI (R,t) = ĤNI (R)ΨNI (R,t)
dt

(2.2)

(in which ΨNI (R,t) is the TD nuclei wavefunction and T̂NI (R) is the (time independent) nuclei
kinetic operator of the electronic state I while VI (R) is the potential energy function providing
a proper analytical representation of the ensemble of the needed EI (R) + VNN values with VNN
4
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Figure 1: The simplified flow-chart of GEMS.
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being the nuclear-nuclear repulsive Coulomb potential. As an alternative the Time Independent
(TI) formulation:
ĤNI (R)ΞNI (R) = [T̂N (R) +VI (R)]ΞNI (R) = EΞNI (R)

(2.3)

5
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(in which ΞNI (R) is the stationary nuclei wavefunction (ΨNI (R,t)=ΞNI (R)e−iEt/h̄ ) and E is the
(constant) total energy of the considered molecular system [27]) can be adopted. A variety of
methods have been implemented in GEMS for this purpose (mainly developed in-house or adapted
from scientific libraries) though still restricted to atom-diatom systems. These reactive scattering
codes are both of the TD (RWAVEPR) [28] and the TI (ABC) [29] type. They either expand the
TI nuclei wavefunction in a suitable basis set parametrically dependent on a molecular geometry
coordinate (used as a continuity variable) expressing the advance of the reactive process (reaction
coordinate) or collocate the TD wave packet on a proper coordinate grid and use time as a continuity variable. However, as we shall discuss in more detail in section 4 even for atom-diatom
reactions (the simplest reactive system), related calculations only seldom can be re-conducted to
simple parameter studies applications in which a large quantity of independent tasks are executed.
The involved differential equations, in fact, are so demanding in terms of memory (because of the
size of the used matrices) that, when increasing the complexity of the interaction or even just seeking convergency with the total angular momentum quantum number J, the computational tasks can
not be handled by the ordinary nodes of the Grid.
Yet, for large systems the completely alternative VENUS [30], GROMACS [31] and DLPOLY [32]
typical packages (also implemented in GEMS) based on the integration of a set of classical mechanics differential equations starting from different sets of initial conditions are used. For moderately
large systems these calculations are, again, typical parameter studies applications in which a large
quantity of independent tasks, each iterating over time the step-wise integration of the related classical mechanics coupled differential equations, can be easily dealt by the ordinary nodes of the
Grid because requiring a limited amount of memory and an affordable (for the Grid) demand of
computing time.
BLOCK 4: No distribution is usually considered also for the OBSERVABLES block of the present
version of GEMS that has been specialized for the simulation of the product beam intensity of
crossed beam experiments [33, 34]. This block is, however, strictly experiment dependent and,
therefore, most often not even distributed on the Grid.
To enable an appropriate distribution of the computational tasks of GEMS we have in the past
performed several studies and reported related results in the literature either by using in-house developed scripts or by further developing the already mentioned framework GriF [35]. We found
that GriF improves not only on the in-house developed scripts (because of its generality) but also on
P-GRADE [36] (because of its higher efficiency in selecting resources and carrying out operations
based on friendly User Driven Services). Both aspects meet, as already mentioned, the goals of the
COMPCHEM users because they allow an easy integration, generation and control of the activities
of the various computational tasks by managing the flow of the application and determining what
and how data is captured and used. In particular, GriF provides the users not only with the ”static”
possibility of deciding once for ever the packages to be composed but also with the ”dynamic” possibility of building run-time options like the insertion of barriers to synchronize computing paths,
the implementation of iterations (including the condition controlled ones) to check self consis-
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tency and convergence of the calculated properties as well as the preferential routing of the tasks
to specific platforms [37, 38].

3. The Structure of the GriF Framework

Figure 2: The simplified flow-chart of GriF with YC being the Consumer, YR being the Registry, YP
being the Provider and UIs being the entry-points to the computational platforms.

The two Java servers, called YR (acting as an information registry for the available services) and
YP (acting as a container providing Grid Services), both illustrate services and reference selfdescribing interfaces which are published in platform-independent documents. The Java client YC
takes care of running the jobs on the associated User Interface (UI) and supports the correct interfacing of the Grid Services offered by GriF.
To run a program (or a set of programs) on the Grid the user can utilize YC to perform several
transparent actions devoted to:
6
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Thanks to the just mentioned characteristics, GriF is able to lead to an optimal usage of the
memory, to a reduced engagement of the cpu, to a minimal consumption of wall time and to an optimized distribution of the tasks over the network allowing so far the assemblage of applications of
higher complexity and the exploitation of collaboration among experts of various (complementary)
research areas.
As already mentioned, in fact, GriF is able to capture, out of the data supplied by the Grid monitoring sensors, the information relevant to work out the QoS parameters useful to select the computational resources suited for structuring complex applications under the form of optimized Web
Services [39] implementing a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The SOA organization of GriF,
as shown by the flow-chart given in Fig. 2, consists essentially of two Java servers and one Java
client [40].
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• The management of the basic Grid operations (e.g. checking single and multiple job status
on any kind of devices);
• The search of the programs on YR (e.g. searching for a YP exposing a Web Service offering
the execution of the requested programs);
• The optional introduction of changes in the requested programs;
• The compilation of new executables on the selected YP by replacing the ones provided as
default.

7
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Typical fragments of simplified code used respectively in YP (to wrap Grid applications into Grid
Services) and in YC (to invoke the Grid Services exposed by the YP), are listed in Fig. 3. In the YC
section of Fig. 3, the variable YP_NAME takes the value of the YP name selected by the user during
the Service Discovery phase performed using YR (see Fig. 2). Then a Grid Service is invoked
on YP waiting for the results (see last line of the YC section). In the YP section, after a method
called run has received the date, the user name and the specific operation input data as input, a
shell script called rungrid.sh is invoked in order to perform the actual low-level Grid operation.
Accordingly, then related results are returned back to the Grid Service and then to YC.
Users can also utilize the results of any previous actions to start the execution of the Grid job after
passing a user-specific input file (when the default one is not appropriate), monitor the jobs status
and eventually retrieve the results.
All these features of GriF were utilized from the very beginning to wrap user programs, manage the
Grid Certificates and Proxies, compile different executables, execute Grid jobs, monitor the jobs
status and retrieve the results so as to make the services easy-to-use. As a matter of fact, using GriF
the members of a Grid Community (COMPCHEM, for example) are able to set up and manage
the YPs to expose their services in an open, standard and secure way with no need for them to be
familiar with the wrapped programs and the Grid platform.
In other words, GriF provides the members of a Grid community with a black-box like user friendly
tool enabling the exploitation of the innovative features of Grid computing by making unnecessary
to master related technicalities. At the same time, GriF offers to the users services of increasing
level of complexity. Thanks to its robust SOA framework nature GriF provides, in fact, support to
collaboration among researchers bearing complementary expertise and collaborating in multi task
computational applications.
A key problem of building complex applications (like those targeted by GEMS) is, indeed, the need
for combining codes engaging computing resources in a variable and uneven fashion. To the end of
distributing on the Grid massive concurrent executions, the wrapped services of GriF were enabled
to make use of the Collection option [41] typical of the gLite (Lightweight Middleware for Grid
Computing) middleware [42].
As a result, after choosing between a custom binary program or an application already available
under the form of Grid Service, the user has to specify, in general, a compressed file in which
all the different inputs (one for each subjob to be run concurrently) are stored. To this end, GriF
makes use of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) with Attachments (SwA) [43] XMLbased messaging protocol to the end of allowing file transfers between YC and YP and vice-versa.
To provide more detail of the work done we describe here (see Fig. 4 and 5, respectively) part of
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the (simplified) codes of the sections implementing the upload of an application from YC to YP
and retrieving of the results from YP to YC.
Fig. 4 shows (in bold) the DataHandler Java class type reference for the sending of the the
application file from YC (line 14 of the YC code section) as well as the String for the receiving
of the related file by YP (line 3 of the YP code section). Fig. 5 shows the definition of the timeout
(unlimited to allow the handling of very large files) when YC gets a results’ file (line 4 of the YC
code section) and the request to YP for it (called filename) by making use of the DataHandler
8
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Figure 3: Part of the (simplified) code implementing the Web and Grid Services wrapping and invoking.
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type mentioned above (line 12 of the YC code section). The figure shows also the response of YP
and the returning of the requested file by making use of the FileDataSource Java class type
(line 3 of the YP code section).
Fig. 6 (where two typical SOAP messages, formed respectively by the Envelope and the related
Body with at least an element, are shown) illustrates, instead, the correlation between the elements
of a typical SOAP message (where the ’In message’ section is the SOAP request and the ’Out
message’ section is the SOAP response) as well as some variables and values used by YC and YP.
It is worth noticing here (line 12 of the ’In message’ section) the use of a CID (Content-ID, the
scheme providing identifiers for messages and their body parts [44]) URL (see the href attribute)
by which the attachment is associated to the dh (DataHandler) parameter.
Therefore, after the job has started and each related subjob is run on the Grid, all the relevant
information, like for example the URL where to check the job’s status, are returned to YC. In this
respect, for each subjob belonging to the same job collection, a different Computing Element (CE)
queue (q) is used (and also returned to the user) according to the so called ’Ranking’ feature of
GriF (the ability of evaluating the Quality of each q by making use of some in-house developed
adaptive algorithms [45]).
9
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Figure 4: Part of the (simplified) code implementing SwA from YC to YP.
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Figure 6: A typical SOAP message in GriF.
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Figure 5: Part of the (simplified) code implementing SwA from YP to YC.
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4. A Workflow-enabled Prototype

4.1 The HTC/HPC farm of INTERACTION
The selective (based on an appropriate use of QoS and QoU evaluation tools) bridging of HTC
and HPC is illustrated here through its application to the execution of the first (INTERACTION)
block of GEMS to compute the potential energy values of atom-diatom systems. To this end use
was made of a task farm skeleton distributing the execution of DALTON for a large number of
molecular geometries on the HPC platform (squares in Fig. 7) using a moderately high level of
theory.
More in detail, when using Workflows in GriF, the user has to upload first a set of instructions (say a
kind of main procedure) meant to farm DALTON and upload the related different input files. Then
he/she has to combine the Parametric Job modality with the Workflow feature of GriF to run in
parallel several subjobs. In the same way, results generated by different subjobs can be channeled
via the mentioned main procedure and eventually gathered in the final result file. This means that
a general Workflow supported by GriF can make use of all the available programming language
constructs and then produce, as already mentioned, complex sequential, conditional and iterative
running paths.
In this respect, the present version of GriF acts as a general purpose Science Gateway [48] providing the users with the possibility of running the proper kinds of distribution models [49]. This
applies also to GEMS with respect to the criticalities associated with the utilization of the computing resources made by the various programs of the simulator when varying some parameters of the
calculations or the dimensionality of the theoretical model used. Typically, at low level of theory,
the already mentioned ab initio calculations of the INTERACTION block need not to use the HPC
platform.
On the contrary, for higher levels of theory, a queue ensuring at least 1-day long executions per job
and having the maximum allowed number of cpus (in order to minimize failure probabilities) was
adopted through the already mentioned Ranking option. Then, if the queue is able to run parallel
applications by exporting this information [50], it can also be easily used by GriF for running local
parallel programs (for example making use of MPI and OpenMP libraries) due to the fact that all
the parallel communications between the subjobs will be of the intra-cluster type. In the same way,
one has also the possibility of directing the computational tasks to external HPC machines as in the
case of the execution of the MPI Grid-oriented version of GAMESS-US package from the Grid to
the IBM SP6 nodes of CINECA.
11
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In order to both illustrate the already mentioned ability of GriF to estimate the type of computing platform best suited for running a complex application built-in into its Ranking feature and to
analyze the details of its present implementation, we consider here the calculation of the detailed
reactive probabilities of a generic atom-diatom process (see also ref. [46]). In this respect, the
modeling via GEMS of atom-diatom chemical reactions is not only key to the progress in plasmas’
investigations (because vicarial of unfeasible experimental measurements [47]) but it is also the
driving force of the evolution of GEMS and of its ability to both enhance competitive/cooperative
massive computational campaigns grounded on QoS and QoU and urge the selective bridging between HTC and HPC platforms.
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From the system perspective, at present, each submission is driven by the gLite Workload Management System (WMS) itself which is requested by GriF to execute a devoted pilot Grid job enabled
to create, at run-time, a proper SSH bridge to the HPC platform chosen by the user at the beginning. However, on the other hand, the whole procedure is also structured so as to incorporate the
advances of the tools offered by the new EMI-2 release [51]. In this way, different submissions
on alternative HTC or HPC platforms will be in a completely transparent fashion for the users
switched between the two platforms.
In the second block (FITTING) an analytical PES was fitted to the calculated atom-diatom potential
energy values. As already mentioned, the fitting needs not to be executed on supercomputers not
only because of the algebraical nature of this step of the calculations but also because of its interactive nature (interpolations and graphical representations are continuously needed in the various
phases of the procedure).
4.2 The HPC/HTC farm of DYNAMICS
As already mentioned in section 2, the third block of GEMS (DYNAMICS) is the most articulated one and the richest in variety as far as in-house made programs is concerned. In this paper
12
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Figure 7: The combined GriF HTC - HPC Workflow (n-n) of GEMS with LOCAL being client activities, HPC being High Performance and HTC being High Throughput Grid jobs.
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we pay particular attention to the description of the formalism of the adopted ABC code because
of the importance of some of the related parameters for switching from HTC to HPC. Shortly, the
computational kernel of the TI ABC program performs the integration of a set of coupled differential equations which in Jacobi coordinates read as follows (for the sake of simplicity we drop here
the I label of the considered electronically adiabatic state):
[
]
J
ĤN ξ J pK = T̂R,r,Θ,J,K +V (R, r, Θ) ξ J pK +CK,K±1
ξ J pK±1 = E ξ J pK

(4.1)

where:
J(J + 1) − 2K 2
2µR R2

1 ∂2
2µR ∂ R2
1 ∂2
T̂r = −
2µr ∂ r2
)
(
)(
1
1 ∂
1
∂
K2
T̂Θ = −
+
sin
Θ
−
2µR R2 2µr r2
sin Θ ∂ Θ
∂ Θ sin2 Θ
T̂R = −

J
CK,K±1

[J(J + 1) − K(K ± 1)]1/2 [ j( j + 1) − K(K ± 1)]1/2
=
R2

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

for all the accessible j, J, K and p values (with j being the diatom rotational quantum number,
J the total angular momentum quantum number, K its projection on the space fixed quantization
axis, p the parity and µr the reduced mass of the reactants). Equations 4.1-4.6 (derived by expanding the nuclear wavefunction ΞNI in Eq. 2.3 in terms of stationary partial (fixed J) wave functions
ξ J (R, r, Θ) (in which R, r and Θ are the Jacobi coordinates)) in ABC are converted into the Hy√
√
perspherical ones (in which the hyperradius ρ = R2 + r2 = R′2 + r′2 acts as continuity variable
and the expansion basis for ξ J is made of the Delves functions BJM
v jK (α , θ ) (α and θ are the Delves
hyperangles while v and j are the diatom vibrational and rotational quantum numbers (primed for
products, unprimed for reactants)) with g(ρ ) being the expansion coefficients matrix). The resulting equations:
d2 g
= O−1 Ug
(4.7)
dρ 2
in which:

′ ′

′

jK
JM
Ovv jK
= ⟨BJM
v jK |Bv′ j′ K ′ ⟩

(4.8)

and U the potential and kinetic energy coupling matrix:
′ ′

′

UvvjKj K = ⟨BJM
v jK |

1
2µ
(H̄ − E) − 2 |BJM
′ ′ ′⟩
2
4ρ v j K
h̄

(4.9)

(with µ being the reduced mass of the triatom and H̄ the ensemble of all the terms of the full
Hamiltonian which do not contain derivatives with respect to ρ ) are propagated from the initial
value (ρ = 0) to the asymptotes (large ρ values). When J and/or the number of sectors (NS ) and/or
the size of the B basis set (NB ) are large, the ABC computational scheme fits the skeleton shown in
Fig. 8.
13
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T̂R,r,Θ,J,K = T̂R + T̂r + T̂Θ +
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As a matter of fact, the first section of the code (a HPC job especially for heavy atom-diatom
systems) is devoted to the calculation of very large O and U matrices (requiring the manipulation
of several parallel linear algebra routines) in order to assemble the related integration bed. The
calculations are not only tightly coupled but they also involve matrices of dimension NS N2B rapidly
growing with E and J. For the sake of completeness we comment here that by carrying out an in
depth restructuring work the ABC code calculations have been partially decoupled by replicating
the evaluation of the Delves functions of adjacent sectors BJM
v jK (α , θ ) [52].
The S matrix elements (whose square moduli are the state to state reactive probabilities) are then
evaluated in the HTC section of the code consisting in the distribution on the Grid of a large
number of jobs carrying out each an independent fixed E and J energy propagation of the solution
of equations 4.7.
14
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Figure 8: The combined GriF HPC - HTC Workflow (1-n) of GEMS with LOCAL being client activities, HPC being High Performance and HTC being High Throughput Grid jobs.
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5. Performance and Concurrent Workflows

Figure 9: Implementing Concurrent Workflows in Grid.

In Fig. 10, in fact, the user first pushes the button ”Upload Your Application” in order to provide
the logic common to all Workflows.
In the second step the user, after choosing as Job Type the keyword ’Workflow’, uploads, re15
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To validate the procedure, the prototype atom-diatom use case of ref. [46] was considered and
the calculations were run for clusters of 100 fixed E and J calculations. GriF chose to distribute
the calculations (in which E was varied from 0.4 eV to 1.4 eV using an extremely fine grain of
energy values and J was set equal to zero) on 10 Worker Nodes (WN)s of the gridgate.cs.tcd.ie
Computing Element (CE). For these calculations all internal states vary up to 2.4 eV and rotational
quantum numbers up to 50. The reported average execution time for each Grid job run was 947
minutes (with a spread in time between the best and the worst performing WN used in each run of
291 minutes) while the sequential execution time (without job splitting) was 2416 minutes. Therefore, as expected from ref. [7], when using the Parametric option of GriF one can save in time an
average of about 60 percent. Then the calculations (exactly the same) were repeated by allowing
GriF to adopt the previously illustrated HPC/HTC scheme (as it would be the case when increasing NS or NB while keeping unchanged the set of E and J values) on the CINECA machine. The
measured average cpu time of the HPC job runs (for a total of 10 runs made of 10 subjobs each)
was 233 minutes leading to a saving of about 75 percent in time despite the fact that a job splitting
strategy was adopted. On top of the improvement of the performances there is the fact that it was
possible to extend the calculation to J > 0 without meeting memory size problems (remember that
the size of the basis set NB depends on J). This confirmed the validity of the feature of GriF offering
the possibility to resort to HPC machines depending on QoS criteria. Accordingly, this confirmed
also the validity of adopting a "Multiple Workflows" approach and properly manage several (up to
500) concurrent Workflows starting from different initial inputs and sharing a common logic. An
example enabling, for each Workflow composed by 3 programs called, respectively, Program-1,
Program-2 and Program-3, conditional and iterative paths, is shown in Fig. 9 under the form
of a Shell Script. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 10, the user-friendliness of GriF makes the procedure
extremely simple for the users.
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spectively, a compressed package including the different single or multiple inputs (structured in
sub-directories one for each independent Workflow) by using the button ”Select Input”.
In the third step the user can upload a compressed package containing all the binary programs
(each of them needs to be statically compiled for the gLite middleware considered here) involved
in the computation (shared from each Workflow) by pressing the button ”Upload Programs”. Then
when the user pushes the button ”Start” the whole distribution is submitted and the https identifier
representing the Grid job is returned to the Information area.

Finally, the user is provided with a view of the management (details associated with a proper use
of the ”Manage Multiple Jobs” panel of YC in order to delete, re-schedule and retrieve results for
each Workflow (200 in the example given here, running on a different cpu of the same CE queue)
are shown in Fig. 11).
In this respect, during the six month period December 2011 - May 2012 COMPCHEM users have
run 90 Workflow-based experiments corresponding to a total of 6682 Workflow-based jobs run on
the EGI Grid middleware for a total of about 1037 and 101 days of, respectively, wall time and cpu
time elapsed and of about 122 GB of consumed real memory.
Moreover, in order to make transparent the various technicalities (like, for example, the necessity
of providing the Workflow logic under the form of a Shell Script and to structure as well the various inputs in several directories (typically one for each sub-Workflow)), a new Java Grid Portal
mainly devoted to pre-processing the various user needs in order to automatically produce the material required by GriF (e.g. programs and inputs under the form of compressed packages) is being
developed.
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Figure 10: Distributing Parameter Study Workflows on the Grid.
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6. Conclusions
In the present paper the implementation of a version of GriF, a Workflow-oriented Grid Framework structuring computational applications as Web and Grid Services which can be run transparently on different HPC and HTC computing platforms leveraging on the usage of in-house developed QoS and QoU procedures, has been described. To illustrate the mechanisms exploited and the
tools developed for this purpose, details of the computational formalism of the dynamics section
of a prototype MMST application are given and the relationships between the code parameters and
the switch from HTC to HPC platforms are discussed. More specifically, the links between the
computational parameters and the use of a HPC/HTC scheme are analyzed to the end of singling
out the conditions in which the diverse nature of the workflows would be efficiently managed. Then
the structure of the scripts enabling, instead, the composition of serial and parallel tasks in a single
complex Workflow and the composition as well of a Workflow of Workflows is illustrated.
All this has been applied to a prototype application of GEMS (the calculation of the efficiency of
diatom-diatom reactive processes).
The study points out how the chosen SOA organization of GriF enables the dealing with the distributed (including the inter HTC-HPC communications) implementation of quantum reactive dynamics codes and provides evidence for a user friendly enabling of the joint usage of both HTC
and HPC platforms leading to a clear increase in performances even when based on a single Grid
Workflow. Results clearly show that GriF, although still in an experimental stage, is well suited for
extending the calculations to systems for which the size of memory available on the typical Grid
17
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Figure 11: Managing the Parameter Study Workflows distribution.
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machines is inadequate and dealing with complex applications by efficiently gathering Workflows
of computational tasks on a single composed Workflow by routing them on different parallel and
distributed machines and leads to improved performances.
Moreover, a merit of the work reported here is that of pointing out that GriF does not only offer
the advantage of producing massive amounts of data to be used as input for the modeling of complex systems and bridging the Grid with supercomputers but it paves the way to the assemblage of
higher complexity applications combining different Parameter Studies options and Workflows and
to the introduction of a Quality-based economy.

The research leading to the results presented in this paper has been supported by the use of
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